
Corti



We’re from Corti
We gathered a team from top organizations to build 

digital assistants that remember every emergency call 
and can offer assistance dispatchers triage. 



Could we help the 
dispatcher beat the odds 
using machine learning? 



Automatic Speech Recognition

Our software understands an 
Emergency call in real-time and

assists the dispatchers
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How do we stay on 

the frontier of 

research?



Implement 

and validate in 

less than a 

week

Public benchmark Medical diagnostics







Diagnostic Accuracy Increase

22%
By using Corti, dispatchers 
can improve their cardiac 
arrest detection rate by 

22%.

Diagnostic Speed Increase

25%
Corti is on average 25% 

faster at detecting a cardiac 
arrest than dispatchers.

Survival Rate

Corti increases the overall 
chance of surviving a 

cardiac arrest significantly 

The EMS+Corti partnership
that can save +100.000 lives?



Partnering with the European 
Emergency Number Association (EENA)



Creating a worldwide benchmark for 
cardiac arrest detection

Definition of cardiac arrest varies from country 
to country 

To evaluate machine learning models we 
need precise benchmarks



The concept of a computer 
system that, by imitating 
human intelligence, is able to 
function autonomously in a 
given domain. AI



We think AI will get there soon!



But in reality, we are far off



Sometimes we can’t afford to be 
wrong, and computers alone can’t 

solve the problem.



Intelligence Augmented is the  
idea that a computer system 
supplements and supports 
human thinking, leaving 
intentionality to a human actor.IA



We’ve been augmenting humans 
for ages



IA
Assistance 

Decision-support system

Symbiosis

Anchored in human experience

Enhancing

AI
Automation 

Decision-making system 

Independence

Promise of a scale 

Challenging



IA technology will unite us all..
Because humans & AIs are strong on different dimensions, 
together, they can beat solo humans and solo computers 
alike, and together they will be able to diagnose emergency 
calls faster and more accurately. 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfeDjtAQKRc


Thank you…

Marco Singh

ms@cortilabs.com


